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Sothink FLV Converter is a professional FLV to video converter. It converts Flash videos
(FLV) into various formats, even HD FLV (High-definition Flash video) can be converted too.
The conversion process is customizable and gives you a full control over the audio and output
settings.

Through the simple and clear interface, you can convert the favorite FLV to video in other
formats easily, and enjoy video on PC or the portable device. After converting FLV F4V and
HD FLV (encoded in H.264), you can get the various output formats, such as AVI, MPEG,
MP4, iPhone video, iPod video, 3GP video, PSP video, etc. Sothink FLV Converter can help
video fans to enjoy videos of all popular formats on various tech toys with excellent quality!

Main Features

Convert FLV F4V and HD Flv to video

Convert FLV to AVI video

Convert FLV to MPEG video

Convert FLV to iPhone (MP4) movie

Convert FLV to PSP (MP4) movie

Convert FLV to iPod (MP4) movie

Convert FLV to 3GP video (3GPP/3GPP2)

Powerful (HD) FLV F4V conversion

Previewing and trimming video easily

Satisfactory speed of conversion

No skipped frames during conversion

Excellent quality of video and audio can be maintained

Free to set properties of output file before conversion (AVI, MPEG,MP4, 3GPP,
3GPP2, iPhone/iPod/PSP/3GP video)

Adjustable volume with a gain slider using FLV converter
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Easy to use, User-friendly interface

Simple and clear interface

Built-in FLV player for preview

Different zoom modes for you to choose. Help you get right dimension and aspect
ratio as you like.

Other benefits of FLV Converter

Let it work with Sothink Web Video Downloader. They will help you capture FLV video
from YouTube and convert YouTube videos to other video formats. Then you can
enjoy video everywhere.

Let it work with Sothink DVD EZWorkshop, then you can have your own DVD
collection.

System Requirements

Windows 2000/XP/2003/Vista

Intel PII processor or above (P4 or K8 is recommended)

128Mb of RAM or above
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